Human kidney anion exchanger 1 localisation in MDCK cells is controlled by the phosphorylation status of two critical tyrosines.
An important question in renal physiology is how the alpha-intercalated cells of the kidney regulate the distribution of the basolateral kidney anion exchanger 1 (kAE1) according to systemic acid-base status. Previous work using a MDCKI model system demonstrated that kAE1 basolateral targeting requires an N-terminal determinant and a critical C-terminal tyrosine (Y904). Here, we show that the N-terminal determinant is residue Y359, because a Y359A substitution mutant was mistargeted to the apical membrane. Further determinants might exist because a range of N-terminal kAE1 truncations that contained Y359 were incorrectly targeted to the TGN. Y359 and Y904 in kAE1 are phosphorylated upon pervanadate treatment and this phosphorylation is sensitive to specific Src kinase family inhibitors. We tested a range of stimuli on this model system and only the application of high nonphysiological concentrations of extracellular bicarbonate, and to a lesser extent hypertonicity or hyperosmolarity, induced tyrosine phosphorylation of kAE1. Treatment with pervanadate caused internalisation of kAE1 from the plasma membrane, but treatment with high concentrations of bicarbonate did not, because of the hypertonicity of the solution. We propose that alpha-intercalated cells control the distribution of kAE1 by reversible phosphorylation of tyrosine residues Y359 and Y904.